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Abstract—Deep learning is currently the dominant approach to image classification and segmentation, but the performances of deep learning methods are remarkably influenced by the quantity and quality of the ground truth (GT) used for training. In this paper, a deep learning method is presented to deal with the semantic segmentation of very high resolution (VHR) remote sensing data in the case of scarce GT. The main idea is to combine a specific type of deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs), namely, fully convolutional networks (FCNs), with probabilistic graphical models (PGMs). Our method takes advantage of the intrinsic multiscale behavior of FCNs to deal with multiscale data representations and to connect them to a hierarchical Markov model (e.g., making use of a quadtree). As a consequence, the spatial information present in the data is better exploited, allowing a reduced sensitivity to GT incompleteness to be obtained. The marginal posterior mode criterion is used for inference in the proposed framework. To assess the capabilities of the proposed method, the experimental validation is conducted with the ISPRS 2D Semantic Labeling Challenge datasets on the cities of Vaihingen and Potsdam, with some modifications with the ISPRS 2D Semantic Labeling Challenge datasets on the proposed method, the experimental validation is conducted with the ISPRS 2D Semantic Labeling Challenge datasets on the cities of Vaihingen and Potsdam, with some modifications with the ISPRS 2D Semantic Labeling Challenge datasets on the cities of Vaihingen and Potsdam, with some modifications with the ISPRS 2D Semantic Labeling Challenge datasets on the cities of Vaihingen and Potsdam, with some modifications

Index Terms—remote sensing, semantic segmentation, probabilistic graphical model (PGM), hierarchical Markov model, convolutional neural network (CNN), fully convolutional network (FCN), multiscale analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

SPACE missions currently allow VHR satellite imagery to reach spatial resolutions as fine as 30 cm [11]. Acquisitions from airborne platforms (e.g., airplanes or unmanned aerial vehicles – UAVs) can reach spatial resolutions of even a few centimeters. The data acquired can be optical (e.g., panchromatic, multispectral, and hyperspectral images) or radar, with different synthetic aperture modalities (e.g., stripmap, spotlight, ScanSAR) with various trade-offs between resolution and coverage [2]. This offers great application potential in the field of remote sensing. In particular, image classification techniques in this sector can be used for land cover mapping applications in areas such as urban planning, precision agriculture, inventory and monitoring of forest species, identifying and discriminating between the categories of pixels or objects. An important role in this context is played by dense supervised classification – or semantic segmentation – of remote sensing images, whose purpose is to assign each pixel in an image to a semantic class, typically related to land cover or land use. The development of classifiers that can benefit from the detailed spatial information conveyed by the above input imagery constitutes, however, a major challenge [3, 4].

Currently, deep learning (DL) techniques are the dominant methods for image classification and segmentation [5], as they can reach very high accuracies and even faithfully reproduce the shapes of the segmented objects, and are employed in remote sensing applications, too [6, 7]. Notable architectures are fully convolutional networks (FCNs) [8], e.g., U-Net [9], SegNet [10], and HRNet [11], which have been proven to exhibit outstanding performances [12, 13]. This is because the upper layers of such models can capture shape statistics and inject them in the output maps [14]. However, to correctly model those statistics, a DL architecture requires a large dataset with densely labeled ground truths that accurately represent objects with their boundaries. These exhaustive ground truths, whose production is very time consuming, are typical of benchmark datasets: dense pixel level ground truths are rarely available in real-world mapping applications [14, 15, 16]. Real-world ground truths are typically spatially sparse and do not represent the spatial borders among the classes. This is known to significantly affect the accuracy of the resulting maps and is a major challenge in the development of deep networks for remote sensing and in taking advantage of their potential. The proposed work addresses the challenge of semantic segmentation of VHR images based on deep learning methods in the case of realistic scarce ground truths by introducing a novel combination of hierarchical probabilistic graphical models (PGMs) [19, 20] and deep neural networks.

Thanks to the ever-growing availability of VHR images, as mentioned above, interest in structured output learning and PGMs has intensified in the past few years. PGMs, in particular Bayesian networks and random fields, are structured prediction models that use graph-based representations to express the conditional dependence structure between random variables.
over a multidimensional space. Within the family of structured output learning methods, Markov models on planar or multilayer graphs are flexible and powerful stochastic models to incorporate spatial and possibly multiscale/multiresolution information [21]. For most categories of Markov random fields (MRFs), Markovianity is formulated with respect to a neighborhood of each node of the related graph.

Examples of causal Markov models with feasible and efficient inference algorithms for 2-dimensional image processing are the Markov mesh random fields (MMRFs) on planar lattices [22] and the hierarchical MRFs on quadtrees [23], [24]. These two architectures have complementary properties: an MMRF describes spatial interactions among the pixels but is a single scale model, while a hierarchical MRF captures relations among sites located at different scales through the use of a Markov chain, but does not explicitly characterize spatial dependencies within the layer at each scale [23]. These two models have been combined in recent approaches [25], ensuring Markovianity across the scales of a quadtree (inter-layers) and with respect to the neighborhood system of pixels associated with each layer of the tree (intra-layer).

The processing operations executed by a convolutional neural network (CNN) [26] involve several multiscale processing stages, both through convolutions with given window sizes and through pooling layers. These processes naturally match the structure of multiscale graph topologies on which probabilistic models can be efficiently and effectively formulated [19], [24].

The objective of the present work is to develop a remote sensing image semantic segmentation method that, by leveraging the combination of deep learning techniques and PGMs, is able to obtain good results even in the case of a poor training dataset, thus expanding the applicability of CNN-based approaches to situations in which ground truth is scarce – a common scenario in many land cover mapping applications of remote sensing.

The contribution of this paper is the formalization of a new method in which, first of all, an FCN is trained and applied to the input imagery; then, the activations of the network at different scales are used to fill the layers of a quadtree, to develop the hierarchical Markov model. Markov chains are formulated both across the scales of the quadtree and with respect to a 1D scan of the pixel lattice of each layer. This joint strategy benefits from both the spatial information within each layer and from the multiscale information carried by the activations of the network at different scales.

Decision tree ensembles [27] are employed to compute the pixelwise posterior probabilities necessary for the inference on the PGM, which is accomplished through the marginal posterior mode (MPM) criterion. This criterion is especially advantageous for classification and segmentation methods associated with multiresolution/multiscale hierarchical Markov models [23]. The integration of these three methodological components – FCN, hierarchical PGM, and tree ensemble – allows exploiting the representations extracted by the FCN across all its layers within the final pixelwise classification process, thus incorporating prior information on the spatial behavior and the structure of the prediction output. In the proposed method, this is aimed at mitigating the limitations of the FCN in the learning of spatial relations from non-exhaustive training maps, in which spatial class boundaries may not be present or may be poorly represented.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an overview of the state of the art on PGMs, deep learning models, and their combination for remote sensing applications. Section III is devoted to the presentation of the proposed methodology. The results of the experiments conducted with the proposed method and the comparison with the results obtained with some standard FCNs and previous approaches are presented and discussed in Section IV. Finally, conclusions and perspectives of the proposed technique are reported in Section V.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

In this section, some of the previous approaches to remote sensing image classification that benefit from methodological concepts drawn from both MRFs – or PGMs at large —, deep neural networks, and their combination are reviewed.

In particular, among the currently recognized approaches of great effectiveness in the supervised classification of remote sensing images, methods based on MRFs play a primary role. Different techniques based on MRFs have been applied to the problem of spatial-contextual classification of land cover, also using hierarchical [19], multiresolution, and multiscale models [28]. For example, the approaches introduced in [25] to address the problem of the joint classification of multiple images acquired on the same scene at different spatial resolutions involve the use of a probabilistic graphical approach with a hierarchical Markov mesh framework that models the spatial-contextual classification of multiresolution and possibly multisensor images. In [25], Markovianity is postulated on a quadtree, both inter-scale and intra-scale. This joint strategy benefits from the spatial information within each layer and inherently supports multiresolution fusion. The MPM criterion is used [19], instead of the common maximum a posteriori (MAP), because it is especially advantageous for classification and segmentation methods associated with multiresolution/multiscale models [23].

Additionally, numerous attempts have been made to design deep learning architectures for semantic segmentation. In this context, a special attention has been devoted to CNN architectures [20], [29], which have achieved state-of-the-art classification performance on various datasets [20], [29]. Despite their success, their design and optimal configuration often require dedicated trial-and-error procedures. In addition, these models involve a large number of parameters that are learned with the help of powerful computational resources (which may limit their practical application [30]) and require large training datasets with exhaustive ground truths, which may not be available for many remote sensing applications. Classification algorithms based on convolutional networks typically use the output of the last layer for feature extraction, since it is the most sensitive to category-level semantic information and the most invariant to “nuisance” effects. However, the information in this layer may be too coarse to allow for precise results. In contrast, the information is represented at finer scales in
earlier layers, but they do not capture semantics. To fully exploit the intrinsic multiscale representation capabilities of neural networks, a “hypercolumn” may be assigned to each pixel, i.e., a column vector made up of all the activations of the CNN units above that pixel [31].

Concerning, in particular, the combination of DL techniques (such as CNNs) and PGMs (such as MRFs or conditional random fields, CRFs), the latter are mostly used as post-processing steps [32], [33], [34], [35] to refine the classification results obtained by the neural networks. In [32], a context-guided VHR image classification method that combines semantic-free segments and CNN-based deep features is presented; it uses semantic segments to overcome possible oversegmentation and undersegmentation phenomena due to the heterogeneity of VHR images. A CRF is successively applied to capture the contextual information and refine the classification map. In [33] neural networks are first used to obtain the initial classification result, which is then improved with a higher-order co-occurrence CRF model. In [35], CNNs and handcrafted features are applied to dense image patches to produce per-pixel class probabilities postprocessed by a CRF. In [37], a DL model using a long short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural network [26] and a CRF in cascade-parallel form is proposed to make landslide susceptibility predictions based on remote sensing images and on a geographic information system (GIS). In [38], a CRF is applied again as a postprocessing technique to the classification results obtained by FCNs.

The idea developed in [39] is to integrate the results of CNN classification, characterised by prediction uncertainty, especially when classifying spatially and spectrally complicated VHR imagery, into a “regional decision fusion”, to increase classification accuracy. For this purpose, a multilayer perceptron-based Markov random field classifier is used to provide crisp and accurate boundary delineation. The proposed MRF-CNN fusion decision strategy exploits the complementary characteristics of the two classifiers based on variable precision rough set uncertainty description and classification integration [39]. In [40], an MRF fully convolutional network (M-FCN) is proposed. M-FCN uses a cascade strategy that consists of an FCN-based coarse candidate extraction stage, a multi-MRF-based region proposal (RP) generation stage, and a final classification stage for airplane detection. After the first stage, the coarse candidate map is used as the initial labeling field for a multi-MRF algorithm, and RPs are generated according to this multi-MRF output. Finally, PGMs have been used to simulate ground truth maps for the training of a CNN in a semisupervised manner [34] and to combine probabilistic predictions obtained by different sources (for example neural networks and probabilistic classifiers) [35].

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Overview of the proposed approach

The proposed method for semantic segmentation combines an FCN, the hierarchical Markov model defined in [25], and a Random Forest (RF) classifier [41]. The network is trained with a training set made up of a set of remotely sensed images and their available densely labeled ground truth maps (see Section III-B). In real-world land cover mapping applications, these ground truth data are usually spatially non-exhaustive and most often do not provide examples of spatial class borders. The rationale of the proposed method is precisely to leverage the spatial modeling capabilities of the MRFs – and especially the multiscale modeling capability of hierarchical MRFs (see Section III-C) – to mitigate the impact of this suboptimal ground truth on the semantic segmentation results.

In the training phase of the proposed method, the activations of the network at several different blocks (i.e., at several different spatial resolutions, all of them with a \( \times 2 \) relationship with respect to the previous one) and the channels of the original image are used to build a training quadtree. If \( L \) is the number of considered spatial resolutions in addition to the original resolution of the input images, then this quadtree is made of \((L + 1)\) levels. The resulting quadtree topology allows the features extracted by the FCN to be naturally integrated into a hierarchical Markov model associated with the quadtree itself. In particular, the FCN is combined with the hierarchical MRF approach in [25]. The inference equations of this model are fed with pixelwise posteriors associated with all nodes in the hierarchical graph, i.e., all pixel locations in the training quadtree. The RF classifier is applied to predict these posteriors on all levels of the training quadtree. For this purpose, the labeled ground truths, which are defined on the same pixel lattice as the original image, are resized at the same scale as the upper \( L \) levels of the quadtree and inserted in a label quadtree used to train the RF classifier.

In general, the proposed approach can be combined with an arbitrary FCN model. In particular, U-Net [9] (see Section III-B) is used as the reference model, since it is widely employed and has been found to be effective in applications to remote sensing imagery. SegNet [10] and HRNet are also considered further alternatives in the experiments.

B. Deep Learning Architecture

FCNs are convolutional neural networks that do not contain any fully connected layer, also called dense layer, and, consequently, have the possibility to yield an output with the same size of the input (which can be of arbitrary size), a very useful feature in the case of semantic segmentation tasks [8].

Here, this property is used to exploit the intrinsically multiscale behavior of an FCN and merge it with a hierarchical MRF for multiscale image processing. Multiple scales allow the model to capture spatial relationships for objects of different sizes, from large arrangements of buildings to individual trees, allowing for a better analysis of the scene.

As mentioned above, the FCN used in this framework is primarily a U-Net. However it is important to emphasize that this choice is not an intrinsic limitation of the proposed approach, which can be applied in conjunction with any FCN. The U-Net architecture consists of an encoder-decoder scheme, also called contracting and expansive paths. Each convolutional block of the encoder contains a double convolutional layer with a \( 3 \times 3 \) kernel and a zero padding of dimension 1, followed by ReLU activation and batch normalization. The
convolutional blocks are followed by max pooling layers of size $2 \times 2$. At each downsampling step, the number of filters is doubled. The decoder, symmetrical with respect to the encoder, has the task of performing upsampling and classification. It consists of upsampleings and concatenations followed by regular convolution operations.

Three skip connections starting from the first three deconvolution blocks of the decoder allow to collect the activations of the network at different resolutions. These activations are inserted into the quadtree to connect the FCN to the hierarchical PGM.

**C. Hierarchical Markov Model and MPM criterion**

The idea is to exploit the advantages of information extracted at different scales. In [25], a causal hierarchical framework that postulates Markovianity not only among pixels belonging to pixel lattices with different resolutions but also among pixels in the same lattice is described, which considers both cross-layer and intralayer dependencies. In this method, Markov chains are formulated both across the scales of a quadtree and with respect to a 1D scan of the pixel lattice of each layer. This joint strategy benefits from the spatial information within each layer and inherently supports multiresolution fusion, which makes it an interesting model to combine with the multiresolution behavior of CNNs.

In a quadtree, each site in a grid corresponds to a group of $2 \times 2$ sites in the grid below it [19]. Consider $\{S^{0}, S^{1}, \ldots, S^{L}\}$, $S^{\ell} \subset \mathbb{Z}^{2}$ ($\ell = 0, 1, \ldots, L$), as a set of pixel lattices organized as a quadtree, where each pixel $s \in S^{\ell}$ has a parent site $s^{-} \in S^{\ell-1}$ and four children sites $s^{+} \in S^{\ell+1}$ ($\ell = 0, 1, \ldots, L$), with the exception of the leaf layer ($\ell = L$), not having any children site, and the root layer ($\ell = 0$), not having a parent site. A hierarchy on the tree $S = \bigcup_{\ell=0}^{L} S^{\ell}$ from the root to the leaves is determined. Each pixel $s \in S$ is associated with a discrete class label $x_{s}$ in a finite set $\Omega$ of $M$ classes ($x_{s} \in \Omega$, $s \in S$); thus $\mathcal{X} = \{x_{s}\}_{s \in S}$ is a hierarchical MRF if ($\ell \geq 1$) [21], [23]:

$$P(\mathcal{X}^{\ell+1}, \mathcal{X}^{\ell-2}, \ldots, \mathcal{X}^{0}) = P(\mathcal{X}^{\ell} | \mathcal{X}^{\ell-1}),$$

where $\mathcal{X}^{\ell} = \{x_{s}\}_{s \in S^{\ell}}$ ($\ell = 0, 1, \ldots, L$), and Markovianity holds across the scales. In this hierarchical model, these transition probabilities are also represented by [23]:

$$P(\mathcal{X}^{\ell} | \mathcal{X}^{\ell-1}) = \prod_{s \in S^{\ell}} P(x_{s} | x_{s^{-}}),$$

thus removing the contextual dependency within $\mathcal{X}^{\ell}$. Conditional independence is another important concept, as it can be used to decompose complex probability distributions into a product of factors, each consisting of a subset of corresponding random variables. For the observation model $P(\mathcal{Y} | \mathcal{X})$, where $\mathcal{Y} = \{y_{s}\}_{s \in S}$ is the random field of the observations associated with all the pixels in the quadtree, a standard pixelwise factorization is assumed:

$$P(\mathcal{Y} | \mathcal{X}) = \prod_{s \in S} P(y_{s} | x_{s}) = \prod_{\ell=0}^{L} \prod_{s \in S^{\ell}} P(y_{s} | x_{s}).$$

The quadtree is extended to incorporate spatial information while keeping the causality of the hierarchical model. Consider...
a rectangular lattice \( R \) and an order relation \(<\) in the grid of pixels, such that \( r < s \) indicates the sites \( r \in R \) located before a given site \( s \in R \). A neighborhood relation is assumed in \( R \) consistently with this order relation, and \( r \preceq s \) indicates that \( r \) is a causal neighbor of \( s \). Hence, spatial Markovianity is expressed as \[\{22\}, \{42\}:
\]

\[
P(x_s|x_r, r < s) = P(x_s|x_r, r \preceq s)
\]

(4)

\[
P(X) = \prod_{s \in R} P(x_s|x_r, r \preceq s)
\]

(5)

In the hierarchical Markov model integrated with the aforementioned FCN in the proposed method, the observations are extracted from the network activations and, similar to \[\{25\}, \]
the dependencies in Equation \[\{4\}\] are taken into account so that Equation \[\{1\}\] can be modified to express both the cross-layer and the intralayer dependencies. The model is defined by the following assumptions:

(i) the \((L-\ell)\)-th lattice \( S^L-\ell \) in the quadtree is the pixel grid shared by both the \( \ell \)-th and the \((N-\ell)\)-th blocks of FCN activations in the network, where \( N \) represents the last layer of the FCN (\( \ell = 0, 1, \ldots, L \)). Hence, the leaf level \( S^L \) corresponds to the lattice of the original input image, \( S^{L-1} \) is the pixel grid on which the activations after the first pooling layer of the FCN are defined, together with the activations of the third block of the decoder, etc.

(ii) for each \( s \in S^L \), the vector \( y_s \) collects the activations of all convolutional layers in block \( \ell \) \((\ell = 0,1,\ldots,L)\) for pixel \( s \). In the case of the leaf level of the quadtree \((\ell = L)\), the channels of the input image are used. Hence, \( \mathcal{Y} \) is the multisresolution random field of the network activations at all scales. These activations are collected after the nonlinearity of the network and stacked together through the skip-connections from the encoder to the decoder and from the decoder to the quadtree (see Fig. \[\{1\}\]).

(iii) for each \( s \in S \), \( x_s \) again indicates the class label. The corresponding random field \( \mathcal{X} \) satisfies the hierarchical Markovianity in Equation \[\{1\}\]:

(iv) \( \mathcal{X}^0 \) is an MMRF on the root lattice \( S^0 \);

(v) the following proportionality holds for \( \ell = 1,2,\ldots,L \):

\[
P(\mathcal{X}^\ell|\mathcal{X}^{\ell-1}) \propto \prod_{x \in S^\ell} P(x_s|x_r, r \preceq s)P(x_s|x_{\pi})
\]

(6)

(vi) \( \mathcal{Y} \) satisfies the conditional independence in Equation \[\{3\}\].

As already stated in \[\{25\}\.\) Assumption (v) and Equation (6) combine into a unique model the Markovianity conditions that are separately formalized by Equations \[\{1\}, \{2\}, \text{ and } \{4\} \text{ with regard to hierarchical and spatial models, respectively. In particular, it can be proven that } P(\mathcal{X}, \mathcal{Y}) \text{ is entirely defined by the parent-child transition probabilities } P(x_s|x_{\pi}), \text{ the causal sibling transition probabilities } P(x_s|x_r, r \preceq s) \text{ and the data conditional likelihood } P(y_s|x_s) \text{ (the proof can be found in } \{25\}) \text{. This factorization implies that } (\mathcal{X}, \mathcal{Y}) \text{ is a Markov random field with respect to the causal neighborhood of pixels, which determines the causality of the hierarchical PGM framework } \{25\}. \text{ This causality property is important because it allows the use of sequential inference algorithms, which are remarkably time-efficient.}

As pointed out in \[\{23\}\], the conventional MAP estimate is not satisfying since its cost function would assign equal cost to a single mislabeled pixel at the finest scale or to the mislabeling of hundreds of pixels at the coarsest scale. In contrast, the causality of the proposed framework, both spatially and across scales, allows an efficient recursive algorithm to be formulated for the MPM criterion. MPM assigns each \( s \in S \) the class label \( x_s \) that maximizes \( P(x_s|\mathcal{Y}) \[\{21\}\] and penalizes errors according to the scale where they are made. Accordingly, as proven in \[\{25\}\], MPM inference in the considered framework is accomplished through the following recursive steps:

\[
P(x_s) = \sum_{x_{\pi} \in \Omega} P(x_s|x_{\pi})P(x_{\pi}),
\]

(7)

\[
P(x_s|y_s^d) \propto P(x_s|y_s) \prod_{t \in s^c, x_t \in \Omega} \frac{P(x_t|y_t^d)}{P(x_t)},
\]

(8)

\[
P(x_s^c|x_s, y_s^d) \propto \frac{P(x_s|y_s^d)}{P(x_s)}\prod_{r \preceq s} P(x_r|x_r^c),
\]

(9)

\[
P(x_s|\mathcal{Y}) = \sum_{x_s^c \in \Omega} P(x_s^c|x_s, y_s^d)P(x_{\pi}|\mathcal{Y}) \prod_{r \preceq s} P(x_r|\mathcal{Y}),
\]

(10)

where \( y_s^d \) collects the observations of all descendants of \( s \) in the tree (including \( s \), \( x_s^c \) the labels of all sites connected to \( s \) \( x_{\pi} \) \( \{x_r \mid r \preceq s\} \), and \( n_s \) is the number of such sites. First, \[\{7\}\] calculates \( P(x_s) \) at all sites through a top-down pass from the root to the leaves. For the root layer, these probabilities are initialized as the relative frequency of the classes in the training set. Then, \[\{8\}\] and \[\{9\}\] compute \( P(x_s|x_s^c, y_s^d) \) through a bottom-up pass from the leaves to the root. Finally, \[\{10\}\] derives \( P(x_s|\mathcal{Y}) \) through a second top-down pass. More details on the mathematical formulation of the Markovian framework can be found in \[\{25\}\].

The “past” of a pixel is determined on a 1D basis according to a case-specific way of scanning all the pixels in a lattice. On each layer \( S^\ell \) of the quadtree \((\ell = 0,1,\ldots,L)\), the sequence that visits every pixel once and moves from one pixel to one of its neighbors consists of a combination of four zigzag scans and two Hilbert space-filling curves (details can be found in \[\{25\}\]). Each site is visited multiple times in a symmetric manner, which prevents the risk of geometrical artifacts that may occur while integrating contextual information in a 1D scan on a 2D pixel lattice \[\{25\}\].

The transition probability \( P(x_s|x_{\pi}) \) across consecutive scales is defined through a parametric stationary model \[\{43\}\] in which \( P(x_s = \omega|x_{\pi} = \omega') = \theta \) for all \( \omega \in \Omega \), where \( \theta \) is a hyperparameter of the method, and \( P(x_s = \omega|x_{\pi} = \omega') \) is constant over all \( \omega \neq \omega' \). \( \omega, \omega' \in \Omega \) \[\{25\}\]. \( P(x_s|x_{\pi}) \) \((r \preceq s)\) is modeled analogously with a parameter \( \psi \).

The data representation extracted by the FCN, formalized through the random field \( \mathcal{Y} \) of multisresolution network activations, affects the behavior of the described probabilistic graphical model through the pixelwise posteriors \( P(x_s|y_s) \).
The RF classifier [41] is used to estimate these posteriors from the training samples of the classes. A separate RF is trained on each $\ell$-th level of the quadtree ($\ell = 0, 1, \ldots, L$), using the training quadtree described in Section II-A.

**Algorithm 1** FCN + MPM on the Hierarchical PGM

1: Training of the FCN with the input VHR dataset
2: Input to the MPM: $L$-levels quadtree containing, in the random field $Y = \{y_s\}_{s \in S}$ of the observations, the network activations and the original channels of the image to classify
3: First top-down pass: estimation of the priors $P(x_s)$ via (7)
4: Estimation of the posterior probabilities $P(x_s|y_s)$ in (8) through the RF classifier
5: Bottom-up pass: estimation of $P(x_s|y_s^d)$ and $P(x_s^c|x_s, y_s^d)$ via (9) and (10)
6: Second top-down pass: estimation of $P(x_s|Y)$ at each level of the quadtree via (10)
7: Output: maximization of $P(x_s|Y)$

**D. Computational Complexity**

The proposed method combines an underlying FCN with the described hierarchical PGM and with RF. Indeed, the technique can integrate any kind of FCN in a flexible manner, and the contribution of the FCN to the total complexity of the method obviously depends on the specifics of the FCN itself. RF is known to be a computationally efficient algorithm, hence it does not critically contribute to the overall computational burden of the proposed approach. Here, we focus on the computational complexity of the PGM component of the developed method.

The computational complexity of the hierarchical PGM employing the MPM criterion is determined by the four equations formalizing its inference process (Equations (7)-(10)). The complexity can be evaluated as:

$$O\left(\frac{p}{3}(4 - 4^{-L}) \cdot (M^2 + M^2q + 2M^{n+1})\right), \quad (11)$$

where $p$ is the number of pixels in the finest-resolution lattice $S^L$ of the quadtree, $q$ is the number of children of a generic site, and $n$ is the number of parent and past neighbor sites connected to a generic site. $L$ and $M$ indicate again the numbers of levels in the quadtree and of classes, respectively. Specifically, in the considered PGM topology, $q = 4$, because each site has four children, and $n = 2$, because each site is connected to one past neighbor in the 1D scan and to one parent. In the present evaluation of complexity, we are not considering the special cases of the root and leaf levels of the quadtree, whose sites have no parent and children, respectively. Furthermore, in (11), we focus on the complexity associated with Eqs. (7)-(10) per se without considering that, within each lattice of the quadtree, the Hilbert and zigzag scans visit each pixel multiple times (see Section III-C). Indeed, these approximations do not significantly affect the order of magnitude of the complexity of the technique.

In (11), the term $p(4 - 4^{-L})/3$ is the total number of sites in the quadtree. It derives from the power-of-2 relation between the pixel grids at different levels: since $p$ is the number of pixels in the leaf level, the number of sites in the $\ell$-th level is
TABLE I
Test-set accuracies of the proposed method on the Vaihingen dataset compared to the standard FCNs. “70% BU” and “80% RU” stand for “70% of unlabeled pixels in rectangular blocks” and “80% of randomly unlabeled pixels”, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>buildings</th>
<th>impervious vegetation</th>
<th>trees</th>
<th>cars</th>
<th>overall acc.</th>
<th>recall</th>
<th>precision</th>
<th>Cohen's $\kappa$</th>
<th>F1 score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard U-Net</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard SegNet</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRNet [11]</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “IRRG-RF” (U-Net)</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “PGM+Net” (U-Net)</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “Net for cars” (U-Net)</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “resize” (U-Net)</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “IRRG-RF” (SegNet)</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “PGM+Net” (SegNet)</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “Net for cars” (SegNet)</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “resize” (SegNet)</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “IRRG-RF” (HRNet)</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “PGM+Net” (HRNet)</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “Net for cars” (HRNet)</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “resize” (HRNet)</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWN-Attention [41]</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “IRRG-RF” (U-Net)</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “PGM+Net” (U-Net)</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “resize” (U-Net)</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “Net for cars” (U-Net)</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “resize” (U-Net)</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWN-Attention [41]</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “IRRG-RF” (U-Net)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “PGM+Net” (U-Net)</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “resize” (U-Net)</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “Net for cars” (U-Net)</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “resize” (U-Net)</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWN-Attention [41]</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “IRRG-RF” (SegNet)</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “resize” (SegNet)</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWN-Attention [41]</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “IRRG-RF” (SegNet)</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “PGM+Net” (SegNet)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “resize” (SegNet)</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “Net for cars” (SegNet)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, “resize” (SegNet)</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWN-Attention [41]</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. EXPERIMENTS

The proposed method was experimentally validated with the ISPRS 2D Semantic Labeling Challenge Vaihingen and Potsdam dataset.1 These datasets consist of very high-resolution aerial images provided by the German Society for Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing, and Geoinformation (DGPF).

A. Datasets

Both the ISPRS Vaihingen and Potsdam datasets are characterized by six classes: impervious surfaces, buildings, low vegetation, trees, cars, and clutter.

The Vaihingen dataset has a spatial resolution of 9 cm with images (tiles) with different sizes $N_h \times N_v$, with $N_h$ in the range $[1388, 3816]$ and $N_v$ in the range $[1281, 3313]$. Each image contains three channels: near infrared (NIR), red, and green (IRRG). There are 33 images, 16 of which have a public ground truth. Twelve tiles were chosen for training the network (tiles 1, 3, 7, 11, 13, 17, 23, 26, 28, 32, 34, and 37) and four

1https://www2.isprs.org/commissions/comm2/wg4/benchmark/semantic-labeling/
TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>buildings</th>
<th>impervious</th>
<th>vegetation</th>
<th>trees</th>
<th>cars</th>
<th>clutter</th>
<th>overall acc.</th>
<th>recall</th>
<th>precision</th>
<th>Cohen’s $\kappa$</th>
<th>F1 score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard U-Net</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, &quot;HRNet&quot;</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, &quot;IRRG-RF&quot;</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, &quot;PGM+Net&quot;</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, &quot;Net for cars&quot;</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, &quot;resize&quot;</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, &quot;HRNet&quot;</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, &quot;PGM+Net&quot;</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, &quot;Net for cars&quot;</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, &quot;resize&quot;</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vaihingen</td>
<td>11295 s</td>
<td>11229 s</td>
<td>11269 s</td>
<td>11315 s</td>
<td>5674 s</td>
<td>5203 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POTSDAM</td>
<td>11977 s</td>
<td>12441 s</td>
<td>11239 s</td>
<td>11289 s</td>
<td>5699 s</td>
<td>5344 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>70% of unlabeled pixels in rectangular blocks</th>
<th>buildings</th>
<th>impervious</th>
<th>vegetation</th>
<th>trees</th>
<th>cars</th>
<th>overall acc.</th>
<th>recall</th>
<th>precision</th>
<th>Cohen’s $\kappa$</th>
<th>F1 score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard U-Net</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, &quot;IRRG-RF&quot;</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, &quot;PGM+Net&quot;</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, &quot;Net for cars&quot;</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method, &quot;resize&quot;</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

were chosen for testing the network (tiles 5, 15, 21, and 30). Only a subsection of 1280 × 1280 pixels of the training tile number 1 (1919 × 2569 pixels) and of the test tile number 30 (1934 × 2563 pixels), shown in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b), were selected to train the RF and to apply the hierarchical PGM, respectively, since it was impossible to perform the analysis on larger patches because of RAM limitations (all experiments were run on an Alienware Aurora R11 with a RAM of 16 GB and a GPU NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti). This does not represent a drawback of the proposed technique, since any image can be divided into separate or overlapping patches, which can be processed singularly, and then reconstructed. The images to which the PGM was applied have instances of all the classes except for the clutter, which was then excluded from the experimentation on this dataset.

The ISPRS Potsdam dataset contains 38 images with IRRG channels at a spatial resolution of 5 cm and of size 6000 × 6000 pixels. Some of these 38 images are labeled. The training set for the FCN consisted of 11 images (tiles 3_11, 4_11, 5_10, 6_7, 6_8, 6_9, 7_7, 7_8, 7_9, 7_10, 7_12) and the test set contained 5 images (tiles 3_12, 4_10, 4_12, 5_11, 6_12). A subsection of 1024 × 1024 pixels of tile 4_11 and one of tile 5_11 were used to train the RF classifier and to obtain the output classification map from the hierarchical Markov model, respectively.

As previously done by other authors in [46], [47], [48], the results for the clutter class, which includes all covers that are not attributed to the other classes and mixes water
Fig. 4. **Ground truth and classification maps for the Vaihingen dataset:** (a) ground truth and classification maps obtained with (b) U-Net, the proposed method in versions (c) “IRRG-RF”, (d) “PGM+Net”, (e) “Net for cars”, (f) “resize”, and (g) LWN-Attention [44]. Classes: buildings (blue), impervious (white), vegetation (cyan), trees (green), cars (yellow).

Bodies, background, and others in the same thematic class, were excluded from the averaged metrics. This class accounts for only a small percentage of pixels. However, for the sake of completeness, the classwise recalls of class “clutter” are reported in Table II.

**B. Experimental setup**

The DL models were trained with the learning rate fixed to 0.01 and a decay rate of 0.0005. The optimizer employed was the Adam algorithm [49]. As mentioned above, the backbones used to experimentally validate the proposed method were U-Net, SegNet, and HRNet. The last network consists of multiresolution subnetworks connected in parallel. We trained and validated U-Net and SegNet with patches of size 256 × 256, (512 × 512 for HRNet) obtained through a sliding-window approach and a batch size of 10. The three networks were pretrained on ImageNet[3] in particular U-Net and SegNet were initialized with the weights of VGG-16 [50]. Since U-Net obtained the best results, it was selected to conduct most of the experiments. Three skip connections starting from the three central deconvolution blocks of the decoder to the output layer allow to collect the activations of the network at three different resolutions (128 × 128, 64 × 64, 32 × 32 pixels), which are then inserted into the quadtree used to connect the FCN to the hierarchical PGM, to exploit the information hidden at different layers. For the Vaihingen dataset, a group of 25 subsequent patches belonging to the original images used for training and testing (see Section IV-A) were merged to obtain a final image of dimension 1280 × 1280 (see Fig. 2(a)-(b) and Fig. 4(a)). It was not possible to create larger images because of the aforementioned RAM limitations. The quadtree was built with 4 layers, the highest 3 depending on the activation output from the network, while the base corresponded to the IRRG channels of the original image. In the case of the Potsdam dataset, it was necessary to include among the features the activations of the network in the base of the pyramid of the quadtree as well, to obtain fine results.

---

[1] https://github.com/HRNet/HRNet-Semantic-Segmentation  
Indeed, since the spatial resolution of the Potsdam dataset is higher than that of the Vaihingen dataset, the patches used to train the RF classifier and to apply the hierarchical PGM showed more spatial details and fewer entire objects in the image. Therefore, RF, which is non-contextual, was able to discriminate every little detail in the image (e.g., windows on the rooftops, gutters, shadows on the streets), assigning each of these objects a class label that did not correspond to the semantic macrostructure of the ground truth available (for example, the windows on the rooftops were not considered parts of the class building). The addition of the network activations of the last layer allowed to smooth this issue out.

Due to the presence of another layer of activations and memory limitations, the subsequent patches considered for the Potsdam dataset were 16, thus creating a cropped image of dimension $1024 \times 1024$ (see Fig. (c)-(d) and Fig. (a)). The cropped images obtained from training tiles 1 and 4 were used to train the RF classifier. The cropped images of testing tiles 30 and 5 were processed by the RF classifier to obtain the posterior probabilities used by the PGM to perform the classification.

The PGM depends on two hyperparameters, i.e., the transition probabilities between the scales ($\vartheta$) and intrascale ($\psi$). For the Vaihingen dataset, preliminary experiments (not reported for brevity) demonstrated that values of $\psi$ and $\vartheta$ equal to 0.82 brought the best results (as $\psi$ and $\vartheta$ varied in $[0.1]$) with respect to the average accuracy metrics (e.g., overall accuracy (OA), precision, recall, Cohen’s $\kappa$, and F1 score). For the Potsdam dataset, a lower value of spatial transition probability ($\psi$ equal to either 0.20 or 0.50) was obtained through this hyperparameter tuning procedure, thus requiring less smoothing. As mentioned above, the average results reported in the tables were computed without including the pixels belonging to the class “clutter”.

The training set of the Vaihingen dataset is an “ideal” one, where the true label is known for all pixels in the training tiles. This is feasible in such a dataset designed for an international contest but is very seldom available in real-world scenarios, where the goal is to generate accurate land cover or land use maps using fewer training samples, which are most often arranged in homogeneous patches and do not include spatial class borders. Therefore, each backbone network was further trained with “deteriorated” training sets, to assess whether the full pipeline could provide improvements in accuracy. These modifications involved the degradation of the ground truths of the training set: (i) with a percentage of removed training pixels (either randomly or in rectangular blocks); (ii) by morphological operators; or (iii) by first removing entire connected components from the GT map and then applying mathematical morphology (see Fig. 3 and Section IV-C). Options (ii) and (iii) are meant as approximations of the ground truths that are usually found in real applications, i.e., maps with isolated patches of labeled pixels associated with different classes. They are approximations because, in these cases, the sections of labeled pixels are regular, with a preservation of the prior probabilities of the classes: the relative frequency of the classes in the training set is maintained.

The pixelwise posterior probabilities were inserted in the hierarchical PGM, as mentioned before. However, concerning the experimentation conducted on the Vaihingen dataset, the
Fig. 6. **Ground truth and classification maps for the Potsdam dataset:** (a) ground truth and classification maps obtained with (b) U-Net, and the proposed method in versions (c) “IRRG-RF”, (d) “PGM+Net”, (e) “Net for cars”, and (f) “resize”. Classes: buildings (blue), impervious (white), vegetation (cyan), trees (green), cars (yellow), clutter (red).

This problem occurred significantly less in the case of the Potsdam dataset, given that the quadtree presents the network activations even in the base (finest) layer. However, the same tests were performed on this dataset for completeness.

Focusing on the case of 70% of removed labeled pixels in rectangular blocks, we also performed a further comparison with the results of the recently proposed “FESTA” method, where the problem of FCN training with a “scribbled” GT is addressed through a loss term that favors regularization in the spatial and feature domains [45]. It was not feasible to train the architecture developed for FESTA on a large dataset such as Potsdam, using the aforementioned equipment. Consequently, we proceeded with a nearest neighbor resize of the 6000 \( \times \) 6000 images to 2000 \( \times \) 2000 pixels. To ensure consistency in the results, the proposed architecture was trained on these resized images. The results of the comparison are shown in Table IV The hyperparameters of FESTA were set to the values indicated by the authors in the publicly available code of the method.

Finally, focusing on the case of the Vaihingen dataset, the results of the developed method were also compared with those obtained by the light-weight attention network (LWN-Attention) in [44]. This technique is based on a multiscale feature fusion approach and makes use of multiscale information through the concatenation of feature maps associated with different scales [44]. An additional experimental comparison was also performed with DeepLabV3+ [51] in the case of...
Fig. 7. Ground truth and classification maps for the Potsdam dataset: (a) false color composition of the IRRG channels, (b) original ground truth; classification maps: (c) U-Net, (d) FESTA [45] and the proposed method in version (e) “IRRG-RF”, (f) “PGM+Net”, (g) “Net for cars”, (h) “resize”. Classes: buildings (blue), impervious (white), vegetation (cyan), trees (green), cars (yellow), clutter (red).

the Vaihingen dataset and of the full GT. The results of this experiment with DeepLabV3+, which were similar to those achieved by U-Net and SegNet, are omitted for brevity and can be found in [52].

C. Results

The results shown in this Section refer to the experiments conducted with the following training conditions: 70% of removed labeled pixels in rectangular blocks; 80% of randomly removed labeled pixels; morphological erosion; and an incomplete GT where 70% of the connected components of the training map were removed and the remaining components were further morphologically eroded. The case in which the full exhaustive ground truth was used was also considered as a baseline. These different training maps brought different results. For example, in the case of the removal of a percentage of labeled pixels randomly, the relative frequency of all the classes and some of the spatial borders between the classes were maintained: the standard U-Net trained with such maps was still able to characterize the shape of the objects in the images but tended to assign almost random class labels to some pixels. Morphological erosion especially affects the minority classes. Accordingly, U-Net trained on morphologically eroded ground truths failed to recognize some of the pixels belonging to classes “cars” and “trees” in the input images. A part of the spatial information between class borders was lost in the GTs where labeled pixels were removed in rectangular blocks, and this was further intensified in the case of the removal of the connected components. Therefore, the output maps generated by U-Net, when trained on these labeled maps, tended to lose some class boundaries and did not appear completely visually regular.

The quantitative results for the Vaihingen dataset reported in Table I show that the proposed approach, when applied with U-Net as the backbone, exhibits remarkable improvements in the classification of minority classes (for example the class “cars”), especially when the input training data approach typical sparse GTs available for real-world land cover mapping applications. In the case of morphological erosion, for example, while U-Net scored a recall of 0.26 in the classification of the cars, the proposed method was able to reach 0.76. Moreover, the recalls attained by the proposed approach were generally higher than those of the standard FCNs. For example, with 70% of unlabeled pixels there is an overall improvement in accuracy for the classification, especially noticeable for the class “vegetation”, with an increase of 21% with respect to the results obtained with the simple U-Net. This suggests the capability of the hierarchical PGM to mitigate the impact of sparse GTs by considering the multiscale and long-range spatial dependencies among the pixels.

When full GT is provided, the F1 scores of the proposed method tend to be lower than those of the standard U-Net. Indeed, due to the aforementioned RAM limitations, the part of the proposed technique that consists of the hierarchical PGM and the ensemble learning component is trained and applied only on sections of the input images, while the neural network is trained on the whole dataset. Therefore, when full GT information is provided, the standard U-Net can take benefit from a larger input dataset than the proposed technique. From this perspective, it is interesting to note that, notwithstanding these computational RAM limitations, the proposed approach obtained improved performance in terms of recall and of discrimination of minority classes. This is interpreted as due to the modeling of spatial-contextual information and long-range dependencies through the proposed PGM approach.

Fig. 4 shows the ground truth used as the test set and the mapping results generated by U-Net [9] and by our model with its variants. The results of U-Net are depicted in Fig. 4(b), while those from the proposed approach in its variants are in Figs. 4(c)-(f). For example, with 70% of unlabeled pixels in rectangular blocks, the comparison between the images obtained with the network and with the proposed method shows that the full proposed architecture does a better job in
the semantic segmentation of the edges between the classes, recovering spatial information that was lost in the prediction of U-Net through the hierarchical Markov model. In particular, the output maps generated by the proposed algorithm are quite visually regular without exhibiting spatial oversmoothing. The method also recovers class boundaries that were lost in the prediction of U-Net – and this further confirms its capability to mitigate the impact of scarce GT. In Fig. [5] it is possible to see a highlight of the classification errors and improvements made by the proposed technique compared to the standard U-Net.

In general terms, the two variants of the method focusing on the smallest class, “Net for cars” and “resize”, exhibit some advantages in the discrimination of the minority classes (see Tables I, II). The approach employing the posteriors computed by the FCN on the base layer of the quadtree, “PGM+Net”, shows some consistent advantages in the discrimination of the class “vegetation”, since it is the only variant containing information extracted by the network for this class on the base layer of the quadtree. Therefore, thanks to the data representation extracted by the FCN trained on multiple patches (and not only one, as the RF classifier), the proposed method is able to improve the discrimination of pixels belonging to low vegetation from those belonging to trees.

Concerning the Potsdam dataset, the overall results (shown in Table I) of U-Net by itself are more precise than those obtained on the Vaihingen dataset (comparable with the results recently shown in [53], [54]). However, as the GTs become scarcer, the proposed architecture progressively obtains higher recalls for the smallest classes (e.g., “trees” and “cars”). In all the considered situations, the proposed approach surpasses or equals the accuracy of the standard FCN as per the recall.

In Fig. [6], the comparison on the Potsdam dataset between the images obtained using U-Net (Fig. 6(b)) and with the proposed method (Figs. 6(c)-(f)) clearly shows that the full proposed approach does a better job in the segmentation of the small classes, such as “cars”, once more suggesting the effectiveness of incorporating the spatial information obtained through the hierarchical architecture in the original predictions of the FCNs.

In the case of the full GT and of the Vaihingen dataset, the use of SegNet was effective, both per se and in conjunction with the proposed approach, although with generally lower accuracies than when U-Net was employed. Accordingly, for the sake of brevity, the accuracies obtained using SegNet are shown only in this case and not in the case of the degraded training GTs or of the Potsdam dataset. Similarly, when using the full GT, the results reached by HRNet [11], both by itself and as a backbone in the proposed approach, are slightly less accurate than those obtained using U-Net. Tables I and II also show the results achieved using HRNet in the case of the removal of the connected components. In this case as well, the use of HRNet led to quite accurate results, although the use of U-Net allowed for slightly better performance. The same comments apply as above, as the addition of the PGM ameliorates the classification results for the minority classes thanks to the integration of spatial information, however with slightly lower effectiveness than in the results attained using U-Net. On one hand, these results confirm the discrimination capability of HRNet within the addressed semantic segmentation problem. On the other hand, the improvements obtained by the proposed approach also with HRNet confirm its effectiveness in modeling spatial information and long-range dependencies as well as its applicability in conjunction with multiple underlying FCN architectures.

The proposed technique was compared to the recently proposed “FESTA” method. The results suggest that FESTA also mitigated the impact of suboptimal GT on the training process (see Tables I and IV), although the proposed approach, across its variants, obtained higher or the same per-class accuracy (especially for “cars”) and required significantly shorter computation times (see Table III). The results confirm that the proposed approach tends to improve the discrimination of the small classes and the average recall.

The results of the comparison between the proposed architecture and the FESTA model on the Potsdam dataset in the case of 70% of removed labeled pixels in rectangular blocks are shown in Table IV. As mentioned in Section IV-B to perform this comparison, it was necessary to resize the images to 2000 × 2000 pixels (i.e., to a spatial resolution of 15 cm) due to memory limitations. For the sake of fairness, the results of both FESTA and the proposed technique refer to these resized images. In general, on this resized dataset, the proposed method provided semantic segmentation maps with higher accuracy than both U-Net [9] and FESTA [45] for almost all of the classes. Consequently, the values for the averaged metrics for the proposed architecture were the highest among the considered approaches. The classification maps are shown in Fig. 7.

These results confirm the capability of the proposed approach to exploit the spatial modeling ability of hierarchical Markov models to mitigate the limitations of DL approaches in the case of poor training data. In this challenging case, the developed method outperforms the state-of-the-art DL methods in the discrimination of small classes, while maintaining quite accurate classification results for all classes.

The comparison with the LWN-Attention multiscale feature fusion method in [44], which is aimed at the semantic segmentation of VHR images, corroborates the comments made above. This previous approach provided accurate classification results, as well. Indeed, in the case of scarcer GTs, the proposed technique, leveraging both hierarchical and long-range information through the combination of hierarchical and planar MRFs, obtained generally higher average classification results. This suggests that, at least on the considered datasets, incorporating multiscale information through the proposed integration of FCN and hierarchical PGM can be advantageous as compared to the direct concatenation of the feature maps.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have addressed the critical problem of the impact of spatially sparse ground truth on semantic segmentation maps obtained by fully convolutional networks by proposing a novel approach to the semantic segmentation of remote sensing images based on CNNs, hierarchical PGMs,
and decision tree ensembles. The rationale is to leverage the spatial modeling capabilities of hierarchical PGMs and the multiscale data representation extracted by FCNs to mitigate the impact of incomplete ground truth and obtain accurate classification results in scenarios where exhaustive ground truth does not exist. The integration was performed through a quadtree topology.

The reported results show that the proposed approach, combined with different backbone networks, surpasses the accuracy of the standard FCNs as per the recall, thus suggesting the capability of this approach to exploit spatial information through the hierarchical Markov model and mitigate the limitations of the neural networks trained with a scarce dataset. The new method outperforms the state of the art especially in the discrimination of minority classes, while maintaining quite accurate classification results for all classes. For example, the proposed method guarantees an improvement of 21% for the classification of class “vegetation” in the case of training with ground truths with 70% of removed labeled pixels in rectangular blocks (for the Vaihingen dataset, in combination with U-Net). For the Potsdam dataset, for instance in the case of morphological erosion, the proposed method was able to recover 16% more pixels belonging to class “cars” compared to a U-Net backbone.

All these advantages are more remarkable the more the training set approaches a realistic scenario of spatially sparse ground truth. Compared to a previous multiscale feature fusion approach, the proposed technique obtains improved performances in the case of scarcer training set. Compared to the previous FESTA algorithm, the proposed method is also advantageous in terms of computational burden.

Perspectives for future work involve the introduction of feed-forward layers to compute the pixelwise posterior probabilities instead of the RF classifier and develop an end-to-end neural architecture without ensemble learning components. Furthermore, it would be interesting to integrate the proposed method with transfer learning and test it with various datasets related to real-world applications, such as disaster management, with different complexity and features, to further investigate its generalization capabilities and compare them to those of a standard FCN in the same framework.
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